**Common Name:** IS808 SILICONE INDUSTRIAL SEALANT  
**Manufacturer:** GENERAL ELECTRIC  
**SDS Revision Date:** 4/18/2003  
**SDS Format:** No Format Specified  

**Grainger Item Number(s):** 4UH07, 4UH08  
**Manufacturer Model Number(s):** IS808

GE  
GE SILICONES  
FORMAT: USA  
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET  
PRODUCT: IS808 SILICONE INDUSTRIAL SEALANT

**1. CHEMICAL PRODUCT AND COMPANY IDENTIFICATION**

MANUFACTURED BY:  
GE SILICONES  
260 HUDSON RIVER ROAD  
WATERFORD, NY 12188  
EMERGENCY PHONE (24 HRS): (518) 237-3330

SUPPLIED BY:  
GE SILICONES  
260 HUDSON RIVER ROAD  
WATERFORD, NY 12188  
EMERGENCY PHONE (24 HRS): (518) 237-3330

REVISED: 04/18/03

PREPARER: B. JAVOREK

CHEMICAL FAMILY/USE: SILICONE RUBBER  
FORMULA: MIXTURE

**2. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS**

PRODUCT COMPOSITION/ APPROX. ACGIH TLV OSHA PEL
3. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION

EMERGENCY OVERVIEW:
WARNING!
IRRITATING TO SKIN, EYES, AND RESPIRATORY TRACT.
MAY BE HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED.
ADVERSE LIVER AND REPRODUCTIVE EFFECTS REPORTED IN ANIMALS.
VINEGAR ODOR
CLEAR SOLID

POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS:

INGESTION:
MAY CAUSE STOMACH DISCOMFORT.
MAY BE HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED.
NOT AN EXPECTED ROUTE OF EXPOSURE.

SKIN CONTACT:
UNCURED PRODUCT CONTACT WILL IRRITATE LIPS, GUMS AND TONGUE.
UNCURED PRODUCT CONTACT MAY IRRITATE THE SKIN.

INHALATION:
CAUSES MILD RESPIRATORY IRRITATION.
APPLIES ONLY IN UNCURED STATE.

EYE CONTACT: UNCURED PRODUCT CONTACT IRRITATES EYES.
MEDICAL CONDITIONS AGGRAVATED: NONE KNOWN.

SUBCHRONIC (TARGET ORGAN) EFFECTS:
REPRODUCTIVE DISORDERS.
MAY CAUSE LIVER EFFECTS.

CHRONIC EFFECTS/CARCINOGENICITY:
THIS PRODUCT OR ONE OF ITS INGREDIENTS PRESENT 0.1% OR MORE IS NOT LISTED
AS A CARCINOGEN OR SUSPECTED CARCINOGEN BY NTP, IARC, OR OSHA.

PRODUCTS/INGREDIENTS: THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR SPECIAL USE.

PRINCIPLE ROUTES OF EXPOSURE:
DERMAL - SKIN.
EYES.
INHALATION.

OTHER:
ACETIC ACID RELEASED DURING CURING.
OCTAMETHYLCYCLOTETRASILOXANE

INGESTION:
RODENTS GIVEN LARGE DOES VIA ORAL GAVAGE OF OCTAMETHYLCYCLOTETRASILOXANE
(1600 MG/KG DAY, 14 DAYS) DEVELOPED INCREASED LIVER WEIGHS RELATIVE TO
UNEXPOSED CONTROL ANIMALS DUE TO HEPATOCYTE HYPERPLASIA (INCREASED
NUMBER OF LIVER CELLS WHICH APPEARED NORMAL) AS WELL AS HYPERTROPHY
(INCREASED CELL SIZE).

INHALATION:
IN INHALATION STUDIES, LABORATORY RODENTS EXPOSED TO
OCTAMETHYLCYCLOTETRASILOXANE (300 PPM FIVE DAYS WEEK, 90 DAYS) DEVELOPED
INCREASED LIVER WEIGHTS IN FEMALE ANIMALS RELATIVE TO UNEXPOSED CONTROL
ANIMALS. WHEN THE EXPOSURE WAS STOPPED, LIVER WEIGHTS RETURNED TO NORMAL.
MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF THE LIVER CELLS DID NOT SHOW ANY EVIDENCE OF
PATHOLOGY. INHALATION STUDIES UTILIZING LABORATORY RABBITS AND GUINEA PIGS
SHOWED NO EFFECTS ON LIVER WEIGHTS. INHALATION EXPOSURES TYPICAL OF
INDUSTRIAL USAGE (5-10 PPM) SHOWED NO TOXIC EFFECTS IN RODENTS.

RANGE FINDING REPRODUCTIVE STUDIES WERE CONDUCTED (WHOLE BODY INHALATION,
70 DAYS PRIOR TO MATING, THROUGH MATING, GESTATION AND LACTATION) WITH
OCTAMETHYLCYCLOTETRASILOXANE (D4). RATS WERE EXPOSED TO 70 AND 700 PPM. IN
THE 700 PPM GROUP, THERE WAS A STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN MEAN
LITTER SIZE AND IN IMPLANTATION SITES. NO D4 RELATED CLINICAL SIGNS WERE
OBSERVED IN THE PUPS AND NO EXPOSURE RELATED PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS WERE
FOUND.

INTERIM RESULTS FROM A TWO GENERATION REPRODUCTIVE STUDY IN RATS EXPOSED TO
500 AND 700 PPM D4 (WHOLE BODY INHALATION, 70 DAYS PRIOR TO MATING, THROUGH
MATING, GESTATION AND LACTATION) RESULTED IN A STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT
DECREASE IN LIVE MEAN LITTER SIZE AS WELL AS EXTENDED PERIODS OF OFF-SPRING
DELIVERY (DYSTOCIA). THESE RESULTS WERE NOT OBSERVED AT THE 70 AND 300 PPM
DOsing LEVELS.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM AN ONGOING 24-MONTH COMBINED CHRONIC/ONGENICITY
STUDY IN RATS EXPOSED TO 10, 30, 150, OR 700 PPM D4 SHOWN TEST-ARTICLE
RELATED EFFECTS IN THE KIDNEY (MALE AND FEMALE) AND UTERUS OF RATS EXPOSED FOR 12 TO 24 MONTHS. THESE EFFECTS INCLUDE INCREASED KIDNEY WEIGHT AND SEVERITY OF CHRONIC NEPHROPATHY, INCREASED UTERINE WEIGHT, INCREASED INCIDENCE OF ENDOMETRIAL CELL HYPERPLASIA, AND AN INCREASED INCIDENCE OF ENDOMETRIAL ADENOMAS. ALL OF THESE EFFECTS WERE LIMITED TO THE 700 PPM EXPOSURE GROUP.

THE RELEVANCE OF THESE DATA TO HUMANS IS UNCLEAR. FURTHER STUDIES ARE ONGOING.

IN DEVELOPMENTAL TOXICITY STUDIES, RATS AND RABBITS WERE EXPOSED TO OCTAMETHYLCYCLOTETRASILOXANE AT CONCENTRATIONS UP TO 700 PPM AND 500 PPM RESPECTIVELY. NO TERATOGENIC EFFECTS (BIRTH DEFECTS) WERE OBSERVED IN EITHER STUDY.

THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS METHYLPOLYSIILOXANES WHICH CAN GENERATE FORMALDEHYDE AT APPROXIMATELY 300 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT (150 DEG. C) AND ABOVE, IN ATMOSPHERES WHICH CONTAIN OXYGEN. FORMALDEHYDE IS A SKIN AND RESPIRATORY SENSITIZER, EYE AND THROAT IRRITANT, ACUTE TOXICANT, AND POTENTIAL CANCER HAZARD. AN MSDS FOR FORMALDEHYDE IS AVAILABLE FROM GE SILICONES.

4. FIRST AID MEASURES

INGESTION:
DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING. SLOWLY DILUTE WITH 1-2 GLASSES OF WATER OR MILK AND SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION. NEVER GIVE ANY-THING BY MOUTH TO AN UNCONSCIOUS PERSON.

SKIN:
TO CLEAN FROM SKIN, REMOVE COMPLETELY WITH A DRY CLOTH OR PAPER TOWEL, BEFORE WASHING WITH DETERGENT AND WATER. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IF IRRITATION PERSISTS.

INHALATION:
IF INHALED, REMOVE TO FRESH AIR. IF NOT BREATHING GIVE ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION USING A BARRIER DEVICE. IF BREATHING IS DIFFICULT GIVE OXYGEN. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION.

EYES:
IN CASE OF CONTACT, IMMEDIATELY FLUSH EYES WITH PLENTY OF WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES AND GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IF IRRITATION PERSISTS.

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: NONE KNOWN.

5. FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES

FLASH POINT: NA (C) NA (F)
METHOD: NA

IGNITION TEMP: UNK (C) UNK (F)
6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES

ACTION TO BE TAKEN IF MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED:
Wipe, scrape or soak up in an inert material and put in a container for disposal.
Wash walking surfaces with detergent and water to reduce slipping hazard.
Wear proper protective equipment as specified in the protective equipment section.
Increase area ventilation.

7. HANDLING AND STORAGE

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORAGE:
Avoid contact with skin and eyes.
Remove contact lenses before using sealant. Do not handle lenses until all sealant has been cleaned from the fingertips, nails and cuticles. Residual sealant may remain on fingers for several days and transfer to lenses and cause severe eye irritation.
Product releases acetic acid during application and curing.
Use mechanical ventilation to stay below TLV of 10 ppm acetic acid.
Store away from heat, sources of ignition, and incompatibles.
Keep away from children.

8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION

ENGINEERING CONTROLS:
Showers and eyewash stations. See "VENTILATION" below.

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION:
If exposure limits are exceeded or respiratory irritation is experienced, NIOSH/MSHA approved respiratory protection should be worn. Supplied air respirators may be required for non-routine or emergency situations.

PROTECTIVE GLOVES: CLOTH GLOVES.

EYE AND FACE PROTECTION: SAFETY GLASSES.

OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: WEAR EYE PROTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING.

VENTILATION:
VENTILATION AND OTHER FORMS OF ENGINEERING CONTROLS ARE PREFERRED FOR CONTROLLING EXPOSURES. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION MAY BE NEEDED FOR NON-Routine OR EMERGENCY SITUATIONS.

9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

PRODUCT INFORMATION:

BOILING POINT: NA (C) NA (F)

VAPOR PRESSURE (20 C) (MM HG): NA

VAPOR DENSITY (AIR=1): NA

FREEZING POINT: NA (C) NA (F)

MELTING POINT: NA (C) NA (F)

PHYSICAL STATE: SOLID

ODOR: ACETIC ACID

COLOR: TRANSLUCENT

ODOR THRESHOLD (PPM): UNK

% VOLATILE BY VOLUME: NA

EVAP. RATE (BUTYL ACETATE=1): <1

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (WATER=1): 1.04

DENSITY (KG/M3): 1040

ACID/ALKALINITY (MEQ/G): NA

PH: NA

VOC EXCL. H2O & EXEMPTS (G/L): 20

SOLUBILITY IN WATER (20 C): INSOLUBLE
10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY

STABILITY: STABLE

HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: WILL NOT OCCUR

HAZARDOUS THERMAL DECOMPOSITION/COMBUSTION PRODUCTS:
CARBON MONOXIDE.
CARBON DIOXIDE.
SILICON DIOXIDE.
ACETIC ACID.
FORMALDEHYDE.

INCOMPATIBILITY (MATERIALS TO AVOID): NONE KNOWN.

CONDITIONS TO AVOID: NONE KNOWN.

11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION

OCTAMETHYLCYCLOTETRA SILOXANE:
ACUTE ORAL LD50 (MG/KG): >64,000 (RAT)
ACUTE DERMAL LD50 (MG/KG): >16,000 (RBT)
ACUTE INHALATION LC50 (MG/L): >41 MG/L/6HR (RAT)
OTHER: NON-IRRITATING TO THE SKIN (HUMAN).
AMES TEST:

TREATED FUMED SILICA:
ACUTE ORAL LD50 (MG/KG): >10,000 MG/KG (RAT)
ACUTE DERMAL LD50 (MG/KG): NA
ACUTE INHALATION LC50 (MG/L): NA
OTHER: NONE.
AMES TEST:

METHYLTRIACETOXY SILANE:
ACUTE ORAL LD50 (MG/KG): 2,060 (RAT)
ACUTE DERMAL LD50 (MG/KG): NONE FOUND
ACUTE INHALATION LC50 (MG/L): NONE FOUND
OTHER: NONE.
AMES TEST:

DIMETHYL POLYSILOXANE SILANOL/ST:
ACUTE ORAL LD50 (MG/KG): RAT >40,000
ACUTE DERMAL LD50 (MG/KG): UNKNOWN
ACUTE INHALATION LC50 (MG/L): RAT >535 MG/L (4HR)
OTHER: NON-IRRITATING TO SKIN (RBT).
AMES TEST:

SILANOL/STPD SILOXANE W/ME SILSQXNS:
12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION

ECOTOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION: NO DATA AT THIS TIME

CHEMICAL FATE INFORMATION: NO DATA AT THIS TIME

13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

DISPOSAL METHOD:
DISPOSAL SHOULD BE MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL REGULATIONS.

14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION

DOT SHIPPING NAME: NONE

DOT HAZARD CLASS: NOT DOT REGULATED

DOT LABEL(S): NONE

UN/NA NUMBER: NONE

PLACARDS: NONE

IATA: NOT REGULATED BY IATA

IMO IMDG-CODE: NOT REGULATED FOR OCEAN TRANSPORTATION

EMS NO: NA

EUROPEAN CLASS:
RID (OCTI): NA
ADR (ECE): NA
RAR (IATA): NA

15. REGULATORY INFORMATION

SARA SECTION 302: NONE FOUND
SARA (311, 312) HAZARD CLASS:
ACUTE HEALTH HAZARD
CHRONIC HEALTH HAZARD

SARA (313) CHEMICALS: NONE

CPSC CLASSIFICATION:
NA
NONE

WHMIS HAZARD CLASS:
D2A: VERY TOXIC MATERIALS
D2B: TOXIC MATERIALS

WHMIS TRADE SECRET: NONE

EXPORT:

SCHDLE B/HTSUS:
3214.10 MASTIC BASED ON RUBBER
3206.49 SILICONE COLOR CONCENTRATE

ECCN:
EAR99
EAR99

HAZARD RATING SYSTEMS:

HMIS:
FLAMMABILITY 0
REACTIVITY 0
HEALTH 1

NFPA:
HEALTH = 1
FLAMMABILITY = 0
REACTIVITY = 0

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65: NONE

16. OTHER INFORMATION

THESE DATA ARE OFFERED IN GOOD FAITH AS TYPICAL VALUES AND NOT AS PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS. NO WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IS MADE. THE
RECOMMENDED INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND SAFE HANDLING PROCEDURES ARE BELIEVED TO
BE GENERALLY APPLICABLE.
HOWEVER, EACH USER SHOULD REVIEW THESE RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE SPECIFIC
CONTEXT OF THE INTENDED USE AND DETERMINE WHETHER THEY ARE APPROPRIATE.

C = CEILING LIMIT
NEGL = NEGLIGIBLE
EST= ESTIMATED
NF = NONE FOUND
NA = NOT APPLICABLE
UNKN = UNKNOWN
NE = NONE ESTABLISHED
REC = RECOMMENDED
ND = NONE DETERMINED
V = RECOMM, BY VENDOR
BY-PRODUCT = REACTION BYPRODUCT, TSCA INVENTORY STATUS NOT REQUIRED UNDER 40 CFR PART 720.30(H-2)
SKN = SKIN
TS = TRADE SECRET
R = RECOMMENDED
MST = MIST
STEL = SHORT TERM EXPOSURE LIMIT
NT = NOT TESTED

ALL CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES IN THIS MATERIAL ARE INCLUDED ON OR EXEMPTED FROM LISTING ON THE TSCA INVENTORY.

COPYRIGHT GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.